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Definition of failure

1a : omission of occurrence or performance specifically : a failing to perform a duty or expected action failure to pay the rent 
on time
b(1) : a state of inability to perform a normal function kidney failure— compare heart failure
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(2) : an abrupt cessation of normal functioning a power failure
c : a fracturing or giving way under stress structural failure
2a : lack of success
b : a failing in business : bankruptcy He was trying to rescue the company from failure.
3a : a falling short : deficiency a crop failure
b : deterioration, decay
4 : one that has failed He felt like a failure when he wasn't accepted into law school.
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Synonyms for failure

Synonyms 

• default, 
• delinquency, 
• dereliction, 
• misprision, 
• neglect, 
• negligence, 
• nonfeasance, 
• oversight

Visit the Thesaurus for More 

Examples of failure in a Sentence
He became discouraged by his repeated failures in business. He was often crippled by his fear of failure. The accident was 
caused by engine failure. The patient was suffering from heart failure. The accident was caused by a failure to use proper 
procedures. She was criticized for failure to follow directions. The drought caused crop failure. He felt like a failure when he 
wasn't accepted into law school. The scheme was a complete failure. 
See More
Recent Examples on the Web Theron has been candid about believing that Flux's failure could have easily put an end to this 
part of her career before it really even got started.— Derek Lawrence, EW.com, "With The Old Guard, Charlize Theron 
continues her reign as Hollywood’s top action star," 13 July 2020 In Mazars, the House’s failure to make similar strategic 
concessions appears to have hurt its case.— Matt Ford, The New Republic, "The Supreme Court Brings the Presidency Back 
From a Lawless Brink," 9 July 2020 Any failure to maintain scientific rigor can have lasting repercussions, including how 
the public views science.— Jordan Nutting, USA TODAY, "Coronavirus is revolutionizing scientific practices and 
communication. Here's how," 7 July 2020 State authorities also sent letters Thursday to every employer — about 350,000 
businesses, — warning that failure to implement the face coverings order could result in fines and potential criminal 
prosecution.— Washington Post, "California governor: Wear masks, avoid July 4th gatherings," 3 July 2020 Lawrence 
Gostin, a public health expert at Georgetown University, said Trump’s failure to promote mask usage is having devastating 
consequences in the US.— Nancy Benac, BostonGlobe.com, "Analysis: What Trump leaves unspoken carries 
consequences," 1 July 2020 The failure left medicine with no proved therapies for the next time Ebola struck.— Monique 
Brouillette, Scientific American, "Hospitals Experiment with COVID-19 Treatments, Balancing Hope and Evidence," 29 
June 2020 Germany’s failure to fulfill NATO military spending commitments suggests that defense strategists in Berlin 
don’t take the threat of Russian aggression seriously, according to Secretary of State Mike Pompeo.— Joel Gehrke, 
Washington Examiner, "Pompeo: Germany not taking Russian threat seriously," 25 June 2020 Thompson ruled in 2017 that 
the ADOC’s failure to identify and treat mentally ill prisoners violated the Constitution.— Mike Cason, al, "Attorneys ask 
judge to set new hiring benchmarks for Alabama prisons," 24 June 2020 

These example sentences are selected automatically from various online news sources to reflect current usage of the word 
'failure.' Views expressed in the examples do not represent the opinion of Merriam-Webster or its editors. Send us feedback. 
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First Known Use of failure

1643, in the meaning defined at sense 1a

History and Etymology for failure

alteration of earlier failer, from Anglo-French, from Old French faillir to fail 
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Learn More about failure

Share failure

Post the Definition of failure to Facebook Share the Definition of failure on Twitter 

Time Traveler for failure

The first known use of failure was in 1643
See more words from the same year

Dictionary Entries near failure

fail-safe

fail spot

fail to see/understand

failure

faimly

fain

fainaigue
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Statistics for failure
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18 Jul 2020 
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More Definitions for failure

failure

noun

English Language Learners Definition of failure

: a lack of success in some effort
: a situation or occurrence in which something does not work as it should
: an occurrence in which someone does not do something that should be done

See the full definition for failure in the English Language Learners Dictionary

failure

noun
fail· ure | \ ˈfāl-yər  \

Kids Definition of failure

1 : a lack of success The experiment resulted in failure.
2 : the act of neglecting or forgetting to do or perform I was disappointed by his failure to keep a promise.
3 : an instance of not working properly power failurea failure of memory
4 : a loss of the ability to work normally heart failure
5 : someone or something that has not succeeded The new show was a failure.
6 : an instance of falling short crop failure
7 : bankruptcy

failure

noun
fail· ure | \ ˈfā(ə)l-yər  \

Medical Definition of failure

: a state of inability to perform a vital function acute renal failurerespiratory failure— see heart failure
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failure

noun
fail· ure

Legal Definition of failure

1 : omission of occurrence or performance specifically : a failing to perform a duty or expected action a failure to mitigate 
damages failure to prosecute
2 : a lack of success or adequacy failure of a suit
3 : a failing in business
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More from Merriam-Webster on failure

Thesaurus: All synonyms and antonyms for failure

Spanish Central: Translation of failure

Nglish: Translation of failure for Spanish Speakers

Britannica English: Translation of failure for Arabic Speakers

Comments on failure

What made you want to look up fai lure? Please tell us where you read or heard it 
(including the quote, if possible). 
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